
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR STORY 

From our strong roots in product Inspection, We have been effectively working for past years, 

catering our esteemed clients' needs as far as quality assessment, accreditation, coordination 

and hazard administration. We at Pest Management Services, give a Platform to 

Entrepreneurs to find, make and benefit from great opportunities for substantial and 

sustainable growth for everyone. Till the present date. PMS keeps on being privately 

possessed and now working all around Pakistan with its headquarter in Karachi utilizing 

individuals to assist our esteemed customers. 
Our significant knowledge, skill and experience covers all parts of the Supply Chain in 

adaptability including Agriculture, Natural assets, Manufactured Products and Refined item. 

Maintaining our honesty is principal to PMS. Acting with trustworthiness, respect and regard 

in all that we do is our Motto.  

 

 PEST MANAGEMENT 

SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED 

 PMS FUMIGATION 

SERVICES 

 PAK PANSY FUMIGATION 

SERVICES 

 PMS INDUSTRIES (KARACHI) 

 PMS INDUSTRIES (MULTAN) 

 PMS APPAREL INDUSTRIES 

 PMS SAFETY SERVICES 

CONSULTANCY LLC UAE 

 PMS PACKAGING 

 



OUR VISION 

 

“To me, business isn’t about wearing suits or pleasing 

stockholders. It’s about bring true to yourself, your ideas 

and focusing on the essentials.” 

“To serve our customers better, to always be 

relevant in their lives, and to form lifelong 

relationships.” 

“We would like to recognize in particular our frontline employees and 

factory workers – your commitment and your discipline are critical at 

this time to maintain business continuity. It’s our priority to support 

you in this important endeavour.” 



 

 

 

       

 

                                               

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 
HQTS was established in 1987 as a division of Fujian Inspection and Research 

Institute (FCIl) for Product Quality. 

FCll was a legislature possessed research and testing office authorized for testing 

in excess of 2,000 types of products. This division took care of all the agreement 

quality control investigation work, both household and remote, for FCIl.  

HQTS was completing thousands of quality control inspections per month. In 

addition, our testing business was rapidly expanding and became accredited to test 

against all major global import regulations and ISTA package testing.  

Since then, our growth has been immense and we have expanded QC operations to 

all of Asia. Now we feel honored to provide quality control services for some of 

the most well-known brands in the world.  

MS is gladly the official illustrative of HQTS in Pakistan. It’s central, around the 

world, in regards to review and observe administration under the MOU.  

Upheld by the business information and experience of almost 1500 experts in 

excess of 20 nations, HQTS is appropriate to be a Partner in quality control. 

 

 

 



 

ABOUT US

 

 
 

. 

We offer solutions to facilitate trade and make supply chains safer and additional 

economical for our clients. Our technical experience combined with the superior 
quality of our services and our ability to anticipate our client’s desires is what sets us a 

part, where you're within the world, in no matter industry, you'll accept us to supply 

specialized solutions to form your business faster, simpler, and more efficient. 

We partner with you to offer independent services that will help you reduce risk, 

streamline your processes, and operate in a more sustainable manner.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

OUR HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL STAFF 

 

 

 

 

As a professional organization, we dictate exceptionally skilled officers/ 
workers that are professionally sound and highly motivated. These workers 

are the backbone of all our operations and we determine our strength based 

on their capacity to perform and achieve business objectives. They are all 
qualified and well-experienced individuals and have substantial 

backgrounds that further serves our motive to provide high standard 
services. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

EXCELLENCE IN PRE-SHIPMENT INSPECTION 

SERVICES 

 

 Compliance & Integrity 

 Our principle 

 Customer Satisfaction 

 Pre-Shipment Inspection 

 Pest Management Services Fumigation Services 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pestmanagementservicespvt.com/compliance-and-integrity/
http://www.pestmanagementservicespvt.com/our-principle/
http://www.pestmanagementservicespvt.com/customer-satisfaction/
http://www.pestmanagementservicespvt.com/pre-shipment-inspection/
http://www.pestmanagementservicespvt.com/pms-fumigation-services/


 

 

Fumigation is a kind of pest control in which the disinfection is done in a dry environment. This 

procedure, also known as PHYTOSANITARY TREATMENT, is widely utilized nowadays 

and becoming more popular in various market categories (especially when it comes to 

transporting goods through containers). PHYTOSANITARY CERTIFICATE  are issued to 

indicate that consignments of plants, plant products or other regulated articles meet specified 

phytosanitary import requirements. 

 are experts in vessel hatches services. Our technicians 

are fully trained in fumigation and have the corresponding certification form for containers. We 

are able to perform our expert vessel hatches services all over Pakistan. Thousands of shipping 

containers are shipped daily from all over the globe to port-towns and cities in the Pakistan, and, 

as some cargoes are a breeding ground for pests and insects. Agricultural and food products, 

leather goods, wood products such as furniture, raw materials and other goods are some of the 

cargoes imported into Pakistan that are a hotbed for insects and rodents, that means vessel 

hatches services are essential to importers and exporters.  



 

 

 

 Fumigation of shipping containers 
 Venting of shipping containers 

 Methyl Bromide 

 

 

  



 

 

Insects, pests and any other variant might cause huge economical loss to 

companies that are either importing or exporting grain, rice or other bulk 

commodities. Bulk commodities are always carried around in large containers and 

with the sheer size of those containers, it is easy to understand the devastating 

threat to the economy of such trade. 

 

  

 

 



 

 

The fumigation and pest control operations staff of Fumigation Services are highly trained in 

carrying out ship fumigation with Methyl Bromide. Fumigation Services fumigates huge 

volumes in export cargo carrying wheat, maize, rice, and other agricultural commodities by 

conducting hot gas procedures. 

 

 



 

Several categories of pests may be found in warehouses and industrial units, but the common 

types of warehouse pest control services can be grouped into three: birds, insects and rodents. 

Shield can oversee the essential task of inspecting, proactively monitoring and ultimately 

controlling any pest problems in production areas, warehouses and depots. 

The result of cross-contamination by pests in these locations can be the transportation of insects 

or rodents to multiple end users, such as factories, shops or members of the public.

 

 will provide your factory and warehouse storage units 

with tailored, effective and discreet pest control solutions. We help safeguard each businesses 

reputation with staff, clients and visitors. Our company has an enviable reputation based on their 

knowledge and over 10 years of experience in this sector. 

We appreciate that industrial and warehouse pest control is an integral part of any applicable 

business routine maintenance procedure. It is a key requirement in order to pass business audits 

for licensing and accreditation.  



  

 

 

 

 has conducted national and 

international administrations in numerous aspects of nutrition 

organizations, shelter, healing centers and home areas to ensure a safer, 

infestation-free and isolated environment. 

Our goal was to provide our customers with the best solutions for pest 

problems. We have experience in fumigation of groceries, rustic 

environments, vehicles, import and export, and we compel our client’s 

organizations by treating their holders, production lines, distribution 

centers, homes and supplies fresh from insect infestation. 

.  

 



 

Container Fumigation 

 

 
Our Fumigation Services have fumigated huge volumes of export cargo containers which 

comprises of wheat, maize, rice, and other agricultural commodities by carrying out hot gas 

procedures. 

Pakistan’s implementation of the Khapra beetle rules, it requires containers imported from 40 

countries across Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa to be fumigated to prevent the 

migration of Khapra beetles into Pakistan. 

The fumigation and pest control operations staff of Fumigation Services are well versed in 

carrying out vessel fumigation with Methyl Bromide 

This need to be treated either using methyl bromide, heat treatment, or pesticides and to be 

issued with a valid certificate before leaving the port of export.  

 



 

Warehouses and Lots Fumigation 

Several categories of pests may be found in warehouses and industrial units, but the common types of 

warehouse pest control services can be grouped into three: birds, insects and rodents. Shield can oversee 

the essential task of inspecting, proactively monitoring and ultimately controlling any pest problems in 

production areas, warehouses and depots. The result of cross-contamination by pests in these locations can 

be the transportation of insects or rodents to multiple end users, such as factories, shops or members of the 

public. 

 

 will provide your factory and warehouse 

storage units with tailored, effective and discreet pest control solutions. We help safeguard each 

businesses reputation with staff, clients and visitors. Our company has an enviable reputation 

based on their knowledge and over 10 years of experience in this sector. 

We appreciate that industrial and warehouse pest control is an integral part of any applicable 

business routine maintenance procedure. It is a key requirement in order to pass business audits 

for licensing and accreditation. 

 

 

 

 



 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 

 

Wheat   Pulses   Spices   Wooden Material       

Guar Gum  Maize   Medicinal Herb Rice Bran               

Rice Flour  Wheat Straw  Rhodes Grass  Seeds (All)               

Dry Dates  Liquidize Rice Roots Tobacco  Vermicelli 

Raw/Ginned Cotton Bamboo Split/Stick Almond  Broom Stick 

Split Chick Peas Red Rose Petals Soya Bean 

 

All Processed Materials 

 

Food Stuff  Juices   Pickle   Frozen Paratha 

 



 

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables 

 

Mix Vegetables Oranges  Mangoes  Potatoes  

Onions              Chilies 

In Bales & Bulk (Ship) 

 

Raw Cotton (Bales) Waste Cotton (Bales)   Rice   Wheat 

Sugar   Canola                Rapeseeds  Chick Peas 

 



 
   

  

                

             

 

When it comes to talk about having a high-quality PET bottles in 

Pakistan,  is the only name to rely on. We are one 

of the finest leading manufacturers of pure-quality PET bottles.  

Providing quality product is the ultimate goal at PMS Industries. From our 

standards and processes to our engineering and manufacturing, we’ve 

put numerous checks and balances in place to ensure every bottle is 

produced with the highest level of quality 

 



   
  

  

    
 

 
 

 

 

 
Polyethylene Terephthalate is known commonly as mostly PET or sometimes PETE, is 

well known for its clear feature for water or other drinks. PET is a thermoplastic 

polymer belongs to the polyester group. PET is created by the esterification of 

Terephthalic Acid and Ethylene Glycol. As a raw material, PET is famous as a safe, 

no-toxic, strong, lightweight, 100% recyclable flexible material. 

 

 

 

 

Molecular Structure of Polyethylene Terephthalate 

PET Chemical Formula: (C10H8O4)n 

 
 

 



 

 

PET BOTTLES FOR  

 

 and :

 



 

 

BLOW MOLDING 

Our diverse facilities allow us to blow mold bottles ranging from any specification to just a few ounces 

with a variety of finishes. Our equipment allows us to manufacture plastic blow molded products ranging 

from medical and consumer goods, to containers, automotive and industrial applications. Our company 

offers numerous types of resins, ranging from commodity resin such as High Density Polyethylene 

(HDPE), Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE), Polypropylene (PP), and engineering resin such as K-Resin, 

PETG, and Polycarbonate, to name a few. 

 

INJECTION MOLDING 

Our professional teams of designers and engineers work together to build mold tools that are capable of 

producing high-quality plastic parts. With years of development, we accumulated rich experiences in 

complex injection molds with complicated structures and large sizes. To separate f rom other molding 

companies, we provide site maintenance and online support. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 focuses on production pesticide sampling 

and completely concentrates on the goods associated with insecticides 

except serving different markets. 

Over the years, the intention of the method and packaging efforts at 

insecticides groups has been to offer a product that maximizes the 

capacity of the energetic component to manipulate a goal pest in a safe, 

reliable, and cost-powerful manner. The feature of pesticide method and 

packaging these days is converting unexpectedly in reaction to a huge 

variety of things now impacting the rural chemical industry. 

 



 

 
Pesticides bottle 250ml, 500ml, 1L 

 

 

White GA Container, Use for Storage powder packaging 



  

 

Star type HDPE Pesticides Bottle 

 

 

Pesticides Container 5L 



  

 

Pesticides Drum 20L, 30L and 200L 

 



 

 

 
---------- Quality Never Goes Out of Style ---------- 



 

 
We are one of the top Pakistan’s manufacturers of trendy 

knitted apparel, mastered in fleece hoodies, cotton jackets, 

sweat shirts/pants, t-shirts.  

We offer versatile services of delivery at your doorstep with low 

minimum order quantities.  

The art of knitting with best skills is running in our blood which 

is why we acknowledge our business inside and out.  

Not only being in the business, but we do it passionately and 

always make sure about bringing out the best new styles of 

knitted accessories for our beloved customers in Pakistan. So 

when we promise about the quality we mean it!  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

As we admire the value of “made in Pakistan”, we possibly use Pakistan sourced yarns wherever we can 

and promote our local people to work. Karachi has an important and long history in textiles, and we are 

concern to carry the practice on. 

 We are one in only a handful of Pakistani companies to produce 100% fleece products, with the help of 

latest knitting technology and hard work, we are developing ourselves rapidly.  

Our hard working design and development team have created some masterpieces in the category of 

luxury accessories, which includes hot water bottle covers, book covers, eye masks and bed socks for your 

comfortable lifestyle.  

We are honored to deal with customers from various spheres. From high street store groups, 

promotional companies, online retailers, new start-up companies and luxury retailers, we try our best to 

serve them all despite of being a small business holder, individual or any big company.  

 



 

 

 

We are one of the top Pakistan’s manufacturers of trendy knitted apparel, mastered in fleece 

hoodies, cotton jackets, sweat shirts /pants, sweaters, t-shirts and denim.  

We offer versatile services of delivery at your doorstep with low minimum order quantities.  

 

QUALITY MANUFACTURE 

Throughout the search for best yarn selection, garment designs and the process of 

manufacturing we are always focused on the quality in order to produce the best Scottish 

knitwear among all for our valuable customers. 

 



 

 

 

Holding an experience of over 30 years of designing and technical services, our design team can create 

some of their truly amazing products whether you’re in need of a new exciting collection or a tried and 

trusted design, we have the quality to create masterpieces with brilliant skills and serve you with the 

exceptional quality and style. 
 

                                                  

Rep ort                                                                                                     

 



 

 

 

     
WHY US! 

 

achieve excellence in delivering services according to the 

call of our profession. Our vision is for our company to be 

globally synonymous with excellence and trustworthiness. 

We are proud of the consistent high quality of our 

services and the integrity with which we conduct 

ourselves, and we want to be known for this. We want 

grow into the leading provider of inspection services for 

commodities. 

 



 

 

Pre-shipment inspection is a step in freight shipping 

that allows you to fix any issues without receiving 

and paying for the product; since inspectors examine 

items before shipping, you can hold the final 

payment until you get the report. These procedures 

only occur once 100% of the ordered units are 

produced and 80% are packed to eliminate the risk 

of only checking cherry-picked samples. 
  
 
 



 

  

    • Compliance of the specification 

     • Minimal risk 

     • Enhanced Customer Confidence 

     • Great acceptance rate at very reasonable cost 

     • Quality Control 

     • Checking of packaging integrity to avoid costly damage during transits 

     • Confirms Quantitative verification 

     • Improved Product Quality 

     • Rapid response customer care 

     • Most Importantly, Punctuality. We never lose the track of time 

 
 
 

 



  

• Commercial sector 

• Private sector 

• Semi-private sector 

 

 

 



 

 

 

is an all-in-one packaging platform for businesses. We uses 

the power of science, art and technology to enclosing or protecting products 

for distribution, storage, sale and use.

We empower thousands of customers to grow their business and brand with 

custom packaging products by leveraging our design technology, customer 

success support and design team.  

 



 

 

Operations should be smooth and hassle-free. PMS Packages offers a range of packaging services 

that allow customers to focus on their core products and processes to grow their business. 

Packaging, kitting, storage, just-in-time delivery are examples of services that we tailor to meet the 

specific needs of our customers. 

COST EFFECTIVE: 

With our packaging services, you can focus on your core operations and free up valuable warehouse 

space. 

HANDLING: 

We take full charge of the packing and handling process, allowing you to assign labor elsewhere. 

SIZE THAT’S MEET YOURS: 

We know that every business faces different challenges and that there is no one-size-fits-all solution, 

so our services can be tailored to your specific needs.  



  

     

LOGISTICS 

 

 

When? On time! 

How? In an optimum manner!  

How? According to customer’s request! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The foremost motive of our supply chain is to satisfy consumer expectations, at finest price 
conditions. 

We supply the products with inside the ordered quantity, we meet the desired shipping conditions, 
on the agreed time and time and in remarkable conditions.

 

We have the advantage of having our own paper mill, which gives us flexibility, controlled quality and 

continuity in supply. 

Thus, the discontinuity of packaging production due to the lack of raw materials is virtually zero. 

The attitude and competence of our colleagues involved in the supply chain are directed towards fulfilling our 

customers’ requirements. 

The process of delivering finished products is characterized by flexibility, fairness and seriousness. We offer 

Zach client several solutions: 

Customized palletizing according to the requirements and adaptability based on the changes required by 

customers to fit with their own manufacturing flow. 

Just-in-time delivery through warehouses located near customers’ production locations 

Vendor managed inventory – ensuring constantly balanced stocks with customer requirements and planning. 



 

Managing central or local warehouses for large customers for flexible delivery times and supply volumes. 

Outsourced transportation, assured with reliable partners and machines tailored to the specifics of our activity, 

approx. 75% of the shipments take place with a dedicated fleet. 

For a rigorous control of distribution costs, we provide both complete trucks at delivery and the use in parallel 

of grouping solutions in order to be able to deliver smaller quantities of goods, depending on the needs of our 

customers or our customers’ emergencies. 

Deliveries are made with trucks of different tonnages in order to fit within the limits imposed by local traffic 

restrictions. 

We are always oriented towards evolution, so we work without getting tired to improving our services. Why? 

The needs of our customers matter and we want to offer satisfactory quality services. 

 

Packaging is a process that requires particular attention, the packaging being the first to impact on the final 

customer. 

For some more original and creative packaging, our colleagues design and prepare an exceptional graphic 

design.  



 

 

 

Have you ever wondered which procedures necessary for producing the boxes you see on the shelves? 

A sheet of paper or cardboard is made from cellulose fibers. These fibers are mainly extracted from recycled 

wood or paper and board. 

Wood comes mainly from forests, from forestry cracks, as well as from timber, carpentry, furniture and 

construction. 

Recycled paper and cardboard (paper and cardboard waste) have various origins: the industry (from paper or 

cardboard processing processes, industrial and commercial packaging, unpublished newspapers, office 

products, etc.) and household (old newspapers, household packaging, etc.). 

Auxiliary materials (fillers, additives …) can be added during paper making to help improve paper.  
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CONTACT US 

 

 Pest Management Services Private Limited 

pms.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Fumigation Services 

pfs.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 Pak Pansy Fumigation Services 

Ppfs.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Industries (Karachi) 

industries.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Industries (Multan) 

Industriesmultan.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Apparel Industries 

Apparel.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Safety Services Consultancy LLC (UAE) 

pmsuae.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 PMS Packaging 

Packages.info@pmsgroup.org 

 

 Head Office 

query@pmsgroup.org 

               HEAD OFFICE 

                Plot -4, 1st Floor Ahmed Town, Survey-212, 

                Block-2 Azizabad Commercial Area 

                Karachi, Pakistan-75950 
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